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Abstract—The impact of Deoxyribonucleic Acid
computation is increasing on the researcher due
to fabulous potentials it contains, the storage
capacity is massive, and parallelism in
processing is incredible. This research is aimed
at investigating cost of DNA based computing in
contrast to the traditional approach. Different
attributes of both techniques are compared and
analysed. Comparison of Process, Storage, Cost
and Power Consumption are made and Results
are given. A model is designed for comparison of
the mentioned attributes in both techniques.
Energy consumption and production Cost is
almost negligible. DNA based computing is
remarkable for solving such combinatorial
problems which are impossible to solve with
traditional computing.

Since the early ages the computation and
calculations have been performed by human [2].
Changes in computational techniques occurred, from
manual way of computation to mechanical technique
and in modern ages to electronic technique. By
definition Computation is a technique of getting input,
perform some sort of manipulations store it and
produce output. The size of it tremendously
decreased and processing power increased.
Computer contains silicon built integrated circuits [2].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Looking
at
the
potential
applications
of
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) in various fields of
computation researchers explore it to store data in it
because of DNA storage capacity, density,
scalability, ideal for long term stability and archival of
data.
DNA computing retains number of advantages over
silicon based computation. Some leading advantages
of DNA computing are given in [1].
1st, a process with DNA computing can be performed
energy efficient in contrast to traditional computing
technique. Efficiency is roughly recorded as one
million times.
2nd, it has potential to store an astonishing quantity of
material for a certain space.
3rd, the element constituents are too much in quantity
and easily can found.
4th, DNA computing tolerates for enormously parallel
computation. Most researchers and experts consider
that it has capability of performing huge parallel
processing [1].

For digital computer the requirement is that it has
ability of using logical functions for arithmetic
operations [3]. Adders are the logical circuits that
perform addition in the central processing unit (CPU).
The half adder adds only two binary digits because it
has only the ability to add two bits, but it is a key for
creating full adder, which can add three bits and can
be cascaded to yield serial adders for adding multi bit
integers. Therefore, to construct half adder for newly
technique of computation is very hard. But molecular
half adder logic gate have been construction and
tested [3].

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The computational skill of living thing has captivated
researchers from last three or four decades. They are
focusing on implementation of living things in
computational environment [4]. Until the experiment
of Adelman was not introduced there was rare focus
on implementation process of computational codes in
biological things. The fortunate thought was that it is
only theoretical study and suggestions were all
theoretical.
DNA is appealing media for data storage due to the
very huge amounts of data storing capability. They
vastly exceed the storage capacities of any
conventional electronic, magnetic or optical media. A
gram of DNA contains about one thousand and
twenty one (1021) DNA bases, or about one hundred
and eight (108) Tera-bytes (TB). Hence, a few grams
of DNA may have the potential of storing all the data
stored in the world [5].
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Silicon is the most common semiconductor material
used in transistors; it is economical and easily
handles to process, but it has its limitations.
Reducing the size of transistor for increasing the
speed lead to other problems, the problems are;
increased consumption of energy and huge deviation
in the properties of transistor. In this study they put
the idea to use carbon nanotube instead of silicon; it
will result’s in faster and small transistor. This
nanotube is hollow cylindrical shaped molecule. The
diameter of it is about a nanometer (nm) and width is
1/50, 000 of human hair [6].
The author in [7] calculated that if F be the fraction of
sequential calculations and (1-F) is possibly
parallelized fraction, then the maximum achievable
speed by using P number of processors is (1/F+ (1F)/P).
In [7] the author calculated that if 90% processing or
calculation is parallelized and 10% remains
sequential while 5 processors are used, it would
roughly give you 3.6 maximum speed-ups. If
processors increased to 10 then it will speed up the
processing up to 5.3 and if the numbers of
processors are increased to 20 then it will speed up
calculations or processing to 6.9 which proves that
doubling the hardware increase the speed only 30%.
If 1000 processors are used for calculations it will
speed up 9.9 that mean a limit will come that the
speed will start decreasing [7].
To put the idea of DNA base computing in practice,
the author in [8] selected a problem for computation
that is Hamiltonian path problem. The author
assumed a map of cities connected to each other
with nonstop flights, for example “it is possible to
travel directly from Boston to Detroit but not vice
versa. The goal is to determine whether a path exists
that will initiate at the starting city (Atlanta), finish at
ending city (Detroit) and pass through each of the
remaining cities exactly one time”. Cities are given
named in a manner that first name followed by last
name of the desired city. “Every C is replaced by G,
every G by C, every A by T and every T by A, for this
particular problem only one Hamiltonian path exists,
and it passes through Atlanta, Boston, Chicago and
Detroit in that order. In computation the path is
represented
by
GCAGTCGGACTGGGCTATGTCCGA,
a
DNA
sequence of length 24” [8].
In [8] while solving the problem, the algorithm was
applied as follows:
 Interconnect all the variables.
 Eliminate all paths except those which initiate
from the beginner.



Eliminate all paths that do not finish at the final
variable.
 Exclude all paths which have length equal to the
number of variables or exceed.
 Eliminate all paths that miss any variable.
 Check is whether any path remained left, is so
then return “Yes” otherwise return “No” [8].
Scientists have stored audio and text on fragments of
DNA and then retrieved them, a technique that may
provide an approach to handle the vast data of the
digital age. They encoded Martin Luther King speech
“I HAVE A DREAM”, a photograph and
Shakespeare’s 154 sonnets. Later they were able to
retrieve them with 99.99 % accuracy [9].
Companies, governments and universities face a
challenge of storing the flood of digitized information,
videos, books, movies and songs over the internet,
some experts explored the answer in biology. They
have found ways to encode data in cells and bacteria
but these biological elements eventually die. DNA is
not alive, it could sit passively in a storage device for
thousands of years, and it is dense, stable and
durable. Researchers at Harvard University reported
the encoding of an entire 54,000 word book in strand
of DNA [9].

III.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

To ensure that DNA based computing is suitable and
efficient than the conventional computing according
to cost, Speed, parallelism and density of storage.
Hybrid research methodology means Quantitative
and Qualitative approach will be used.
 Compare cost of DNA based computing with
silicon based computing.
 Analyse parallelism in processing of both
computational techniques.
 Mathematically prove density of storage capacity
in both type of computation.
 Review the approach of both type of
computation to hard problems.
 Educate students about the DNA based
computing.
 Present the limitations of silicon based computing
and their solutions given by DNA base
computing.
 Review on the state of art in DNA based
computing.
The limitation of unawareness about DNA based
computing will be overcome by properly presenting
the newly come-way of computation to the users of
related field.
Mathematically comparison of cost, storage capacity,
parallelism in processing and survey of achievements
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in DNA based computing will all help to properly
analyse both computation.
The architecture shows that a hard combinatorial
problem will pass through two different techniques of
computation. One called Silicon Based Computing
and the other is DNA Based Computing. Different
attributes of them will compare and figure out the
resultant data. Attributes like Process, Storage, Cost
and Power Consumption are focused in this research
see figure 1. The architecture is designed in thesis of
authors [10]

Fig 1: Architecture of Analyzing Hard Problem

A. A Process of Both Computing Techniques
For comparison of process, the process data is taken
from the previous work and compare for both
computational techniques. Their performances were
analyzed carefully and results were made as given in
[10].
DNA: In a second 1014 DNA flights number were
simultaneously concatenated in only 1/50 of
teaspoon of solution [8].The new computational
technique tolerates exceptionally parallel processing.
The philosophers made a conclusion that this newly
technique has potential to perform at a level of ten
power seventeen (1017) operations per second (sec)
or more, in other words a level that silicon-based
computers will never ever be able to match [11].The
author in [12] discusses that 330 trillion operations
per second could perform easily with the DNA.
Silicon: The author in [7] calculated that if 90%
processing or calculation is parallelized and 10%
remains sequential while 5 processor are used, it
increase the speed 3.6 times and the delay of 1.4
mean 28% occurs. If processors increased to 10 then
its speed up the processing up to 5.3 and the delay
of 47% notified, and if the numbers of processors are
increased to 20 then it will speed up calculations or
processing to 6.9 which proves that doubling the
hardware increase the speed only 30%. If 1000
processors are used for calculations it will speed up

9.9 and the delay will also increase to 990.1 that is
99.1% delay. In conclusion; a limit will come that the
speed will start decreasing.

B.

Storing Data in Both Techniques

In [10] the designed diagram is for comparing the
storage capabilities of both techniques, the
comparison and analysis of the calculated data will
be performed and results will be produced.
DNA: The Storage medium is Nucleic Acid and the
potential of storage capacity in DNA is an attractive
feature. Experiments have been made and
successfully retrieved fifty seven to ninety nine (5799) base pairs of data that are not property of
bacterium. It is consider that a milliliter (ml) of liquid
can have 109 bacteria. If assumption is made that an
average of eighty (80) base pairs of data for each
bacterium, using four (4) base pairs for each byte
that can approximately give nineteen (19) Gigabytes
(GB) of data for size of one (1)ml [1].
Above ten (10) trillion particles of DNA can adjust in
space of less than one (1) cubic centimeter zero
point zero six (0.06) cubic inches having density of
one (1) bit per cubic nanometer. DNA computer can
hold ten (10) terabytes data with the mentioned
amount of DNA [2].
Data storing capability of DNA is its impressive
potential; it has been noticed appealing media due to
immense capability of storage. Ten power twenty one
(1021) DNA bases are found in a gram of DNA, or
about ten power eight (108) Tera-bytes (TB). Hence,
a few grams of DNA may have the potential of storing
all the data stored in the world [5].
Silicon:The Storage medium is semiconductor and
required ten power twelve (1012) cubic nanometers to
store 1 bit [13].The current areal density notified for
magnetic based storage stands at ten (10) GB per
square inch (sq. inch). If it does consider that the
thickness of hard disk platter is one (1) centimeter
(cm) that gives one point five (1.5) GB/ml.

C.

Cost comparison of Both Techniques
While comparing the cost; cost required for both
techniques were taken and analyzed. The production
cost and availing the facility, material availability is
also focused; results were made and presented.
DNA: It was declared that DNA particles are required
for newly born computational technique, its materials
are available in every living thing, so until and unless
there is cellular living thing it is available. This
material is available everywhere and in enormous
amount, it can obtain easily.
Cost is significant attribute for synthesis and
sequencing of DNA. Synthesis cost is 0.05$ per base
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[14]. With the increase in the amount of data to be
stored in DNA there is negligible change in cost used
to store unit MB associated with DNA based storage.
Cost of DNA computing grows with the increasing of
file size it using. The observation results that for long
term archival using DNA as storage medium
becomes moderate and economical.
Silicon: Non- Recurring and High Cost Investment
over every new IC chip design will increase. As every
new chip is more complex from the preceding one,
therefore reducing size will not only add complexity to
the design but it will also increase the overall cost per
design from one chip to another [11].
Cost of silicon computing increases due to adaptation
of newer versions of devices and also software. The
upcoming device or software is presented in such a
way that it is going to solve each problem, but in real
it won’t. Need of market for better, efficient devices
increases with usage and interference of computing
in daily life. The potential of silicon based computing
for solving hard problems and storing large amount of
data is not getting enhanced due to its limitations.

D.

Energy Consumption of Both Techniques
To calculate power consumption of both techniques;
attributes of power are gathered and compared in
comparison module, and then results were produced.
The power need for processing and storing data is
analyzed carefully.
DNA:It was observed during the research that DNA
computing can operates adjacent to thermal
equilibrium, really reducing energy dissipation. It can
perform about 2 x 1019 (irreversible) operations per
joule [11].
Silicon: Supercomputers of current era are not very
energy efficient, they executes power of 109
operations per joule [11]. An exclusive hurdle for
advancement in silicon-based chips includes
consumption power and heat dissipation. Power
density has been grown with the rate of rate S0.7
since couple of years for all generations. Size of
transistors are becoming pretty small and that small
transistors consume small amount of power, but
Integrated Circuit (IC) chip becoming denser and
denser due to the number of transistors are being
placed on it, hence it consumes enormous voltage to
run all transistors and generates massive heat.
In year 1971, the world's first single chip
microprocessor was introduced by Intel, that first Intel
microprocessor contained twenty three hundreds
(2,300) Transistors at ten (10) µm, which was using
1/10th of watt. Transistors were increased for speed
up and one of modern processor, a 3.2 GHz Pentium

IV extra edition consumes one hundred and thirty five
(135) watts.
In dual core 2.8GHz Pentium D the numbers of
transistors were increased to 167 Million and notified
two hundred and forty four (244) watts power which it
consumes [11].

IV. RESULTS:
The results are made on the bases of designed
architecture. Comparison diagrams for Process,
Storage, Cost and Power Consumption are designed
and results are made after comparison of both
computational techniques.

A.

Process:

After comparison of different modules of both
traditional and DNA based computing the analysis
are made. Results are remarkably attractive. Today’s
super computer performs operations maximum up to
thirty five point eight (35.8) teraflops, which really
high speed of operations occurrence, but the
comparative operations of DNA is found hundred
(100) teraflops [10]. This is huge number, hundred
(100) teraflops means hundred (100) trillions floating
point operations are operated in a sec see figure 2.
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Fig 2: Operation Comparison Result

DNA based computing performs 0.1 PetaFlops
operations per sec and in comparison the Silicon
based computing only performs 0.0358PetaFlops
operations per sec see figure 3. This is a huge
difference in the performance of both techniques for
computation.
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Fig 3: Performance Comparison

Performing combinatorial problem with traditional
computer setups sequential search tree, generates
each branch sequentially and save the shortest one.
Performing for 20 cities by hundred (100) million
instructions/sec and also requires forty five (45)
million GB memory, mathematically it takes 2 years
to generate the paths. While with DNA it looks
possible due to 1015 is Nano mole of material. All
operations are going to be performed in parallel.
Parallelism of DNA is really massive, one thousand
and eighteen (1018) strands of DNA gives ten
thousands time greater operations then today’s super
computer. The parallelism of silicon based computing
were taken 90% and 10% process as sequential; the
calculated speed is shown in figure 4.
The delay noticed in 90% parallel and 10%
sequential processing is shown in figure 5. It proves
that increasing number of processor on chip is not
satisfactory any more.
Suppose if parallel processing increase to 95% and
only 5% processing remains sequential then possible
speed up with 5 to 2000 processors is shown in
figure 6.
Only 5% processing remains sequential and 95% is
parallel then the delay was noticed that a limit will
reach where it does not increase the speed instead it
will start decreasing the speed see figure 7.
The delay is seen increasing enormously, due to this
increase in delay; the number of processors are not
going to increase any more. In comparison the
parallelism
in
DNA
computing
increases
exponentially.

B.

Storage:

In DNA of bacteria the replications occurs very fast
that is equal to thousand (1000) bits/sec data storage
rate, it looks handsome number but as compared to
traditional computing it is very slow. This rate is

significantly higher of silicon based computing, but
after the 1st replication it increases exponentially in
DNA that is 2n. Number of strands increases with the
replication and the bit/ sec data rate also increases,
operations executes in parallel. After thirty (30)
iterations it reaches one thousands (1000 Gbits/sec)
see figure 8. In this situation the today’s fast hard
drive is beyond to DNA storage rate [1].
Today’s video tapes acquire 1012 cubic nanometers
space to store one bit data, but DNA requires only
one cubic Nano meter for one bit data, that mean
DNA stores data 1012 times more data in equal
space. Data of trillion CD’s adjust only in one cubic
centimeter of DNA [14].
In [15] the author made comparison of different
researcher’s views about storing data. DNA has
density of eighteen (18 Mbits/ inch), and traditional
computing storage stores 1/100,000 times less
information in same space.

C.

Cost:

The cost of DNA and traditional computing is
analyzed and the result is that increasing number of
transistors on chip attracts users for hoping
betterment but actually it costs them, nothing else.
The production cost of traditional computing goes
significantly above the DNA cost because as far as
there is availability of cellular organism there is DNA.
No need to plant an industry and produce it,
enormous availability makes it an attractive source.
To achieve DNA level storage and parallel
processes, exponential increase in cost will be
required for silicon computing industry.

D.

Power consumption:

DNA computing is one billion times energy efficient
as compared to silicon computation [16]. The building
block of DNA is chemical bonding and the bonding
happens in absence of power source. In DNA 2*1019
operations performed per joule, while in silicon based
computing 109 operations occur per joule shown in
figure 9.
Heat and power consumption is seen a hurdle for the
future of silicon based computing. S.7 is the grown
rate of power consumption in it, 2300 transistors
upgrades to 167 million transistors and power
consumption increased from 1/10th of watt to 244
watt in dual core 2.8 GHz processor [1].
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Speed up of Silicon computing by increasing number of Processors
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Fig 4: Speed Up

Percentage of Delay by Increasing Number of Processors in
Traditional Computing
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95% Parallelism Speed Up
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Fig 6: Speed Up with 95% Parallelism
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Delay with 5% Sequential
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Number of Replications in DNA
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DNA Performs 99.99% more Operations/joule As
Compare to Silcon Based Computing
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CONCLUSION
It is concluded from the study that DNA is authentic
medium for computation; it’s getting famous round

the world for the features it holds. The researcher
works hard on it, the number of limitations in
traditional computing is hopefully going to solve in
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DNA computing. Especially the storage and
processing are going to be enhanced to the level of
today’s global world need.
DNA based computing is suitable to use in all the
cases compared in the study that is processing,
storage, cost and energy consumption all are
supporting this technique for future computation.
There is still a lot to do for its maturity and research is
newer stop process. There are certain limitations but
will soon overcome and these limitations will be its
advantages. This kind of computation is really
beneficial for humanity in view of every aspect, either
health care or social life. It helps human in each and
every situation.
DNA based computing is the part of biological,
chemical and computer study. It combines number of
fields and researchers have attraction in it. It involves
researchers of most dangerous diseases and they
have solutions in it. Disease like cancer will hopefully
diagnose and treated via this technique of computing.
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